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Verification Matters for FAFSA Simplification

For millions of students and families, filing the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) is only the first step in the federal aid process. In 201415 alone, the U.S. Department of Education (the Department) required
colleges to ask 5.3 million students (26% of all FAFSA applicants) to further
verify information they submitted via the FAFSA, or to provide information
that the FAFSA does not ask for.1 This added, final step in the FAFSA process
is called “verification,” and it serves an important role in protecting the
integrity of the federal student aid programs. But for many students, current
verification practices unnecessarily delay or derail access to the aid they
qualify for, which they need to start and stay in college.2

In 2014-15, 5.3 million
students, nearly all lowincome, were required
to submit additional
verification paperwork
after they filed the FAFSA.

This report sheds light on these concerns, revealing how low-income students and those
who work with them experience and perceive the FAFSA verification process. Together, the
stories presented in this report lay bare the obstacles that many low-income students must
navigate to receive the aid for which they are eligible, as well as the significant and often dire
consequences for those unable to complete verification. For policymakers and others interested
in FAFSA simplification, these voices drive home the challenges associated with verification,
and the importance of considering the entire FAFSA process to avoid inadvertently complicating
it for those with the greatest need. By focusing on the effects that verification can have on
these students, and the impact the process has on financial aid offices and college access
professionals, we endeavor to bring verification into the broader FAFSA simplification discussion.

Simplifying the FAFSA Process Means Getting Verification
off the Sidelines
Simplification efforts to date have significantly streamlined the overall FAFSA process for many
students. Since 2010, millions of federal aid applicants have been able to use the IRS “Data
Retrieval Tool” (DRT) to import their income data into the online FAFSA. Changes implemented
in 2016 let students file FAFSAs earlier by using the tax data available when students typically
apply to college, and enable even more applicants to use the DRT.3 This tool greatly simplifies the
application process for those eligible to use it. It reduces the time it takes to fill out the FAFSA
because it pre-populates up to 20 high-stakes questions, and it eliminates the need to verify
income data that comes unaltered from the IRS.
However, verification remains a complex and costly part of the FAFSA process. Not all students
can use the IRS DRT, which is not available to certain types of tax filers or to those who are not
required to file taxes at all because they earn too little. Furthermore, verification elements are
1
U.S. Department of Education. 2015. “Session GS2: FAFSA Application Processing and Verification Update.” Presentation at Federal
Student Aid Training Conference for Financial Aid Professionals. http://fsaconferences.ed.gov/conferences/library/2015/2015FSAConfSessionGS2.ppt.
2
See TICAS. 2010. After the FAFSA: How Red Tape Can Prevent Eligible Students from Receiving Aid. http://ticas.org/sites/default/files/
pub_files/AfterFAFSA.pdf. See also Davidson, J. Cody. 2015. “Improving the Financial Aid Process for Community College Students: A
Literature Review of FAFSA Simplification, Information, and Verification.” Community College Journal of Research and Practice 39 (5): 39740.
3
For more information, see U.S. Department of Education. 2016. Making College More Affordable for More Americans & Improving College
Choice. http://bit.ly/2deW7Fp.
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Because verification is
not a well-known part of
the federal student aid
process, it is too often
ignored or left on the
sidelines of simplification
efforts.

not limited to applicants’ tax information. Whether or not they use the IRS
DRT, students can be required to provide documentation for non-IRS FAFSA
elements such as identity, statement of educational purpose, high school
graduation, and how many people in the household are in college.

It is unclear how often particular elements of verification lead to changes
to students’ eligibility for federal aid, or how the scale of changes from
verification compare to the burdens on students and colleges. However,
many students see no change to their eligibility and, to the degree that
changes to eligibility occur, data suggest most changes are small.4 For
instance, for several years the Department selected students for verification
simply because they reported very low incomes relative to their household
size. Yet nearly all (95%) of these applicants saw no change to their aid eligibility.5 A prior TICAS
analysis similarly found that few verified applicants experience changes to their aid eligibility.6
But this analysis also found that students eligible for need-based federal Pell Grants were less
likely to receive grants if they were selected for verification, suggesting that the process itself
may prevent qualified students from receiving aid.
There are no data on how many students never make it through the verification process, or how
their lack of access to federal aid hinders their ability to attend and succeed in college. Notably, most of the applicants the Department flags for verification are Pell-eligible. These are the
lowest income students, who are likely to have the least support to help them understand and
navigate this heightened level of scrutiny.
With broad and bipartisan interest in further reducing barriers to aid for eligible students, it is
critical that FAFSA simplification efforts encompass the entire federal aid application process.
For example, eliminating questions from the FAFSA may simplify the aid application, but it does
not simplify the aid process if verification requires students to answer the eliminated questions or
to provide onerous documentation after applying. Because verification is not a well-known part
of the federal student aid process, it is too often ignored or left on the sidelines of simplification
efforts. Verification must instead be explicitly considered in FAFSA simplification conversations
and proposals to help ensure they fulfill their promise.

Voices from the Frontlines
With support from the Federal Financial Aid Advocacy Fund, TICAS collaborated with the
National Association of Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) and the National College
Access Network (NCAN) to elicit the perspectives of financial aid administrators and college
access professionals who work directly with students through the federal student aid verification
process. In five focus groups with participants from diverse types of colleges and college access
organizations from across the country, and in a survey of over 600 college financial aid
professionals, participants revealed the challenges that verification poses for their work and for
4
U.S. Department of Education. 2015. “Session GS2: FAFSA Application Processing and Verification Update.” Presentation at Federal
Student Aid Training Conference for Financial Aid Professionals.
5
As a result of their internal analysis, the Department no longer selects applicants based on this criterion. See also TICAS. 2016. More
Progress on Simplifying the FAFSA for Students and Schools. http://ticas.org/blog/more-progress-simplifying-fafsa-students-and-schools.
6
TICAS. 2010. After the FAFSA: How Red Tape Can Prevent Eligible Students from Receiving Aid. http://ticas.org/sites/default/files/pub_
files/AfterFAFSA.pdf.
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their students.7 Pie charts and other data points included in the report all
come from this survey. The survey also included an open-ended question
that let respondents share any additional thoughts they had, many of which
are included alongside quotes drawn from the five focus groups. Eighty
percent of financial aid administrators surveyed agreed that the verification
process is hard for students and families to navigate, and over 70% said that
current verification policies and practices place unnecessary burdens on
low-income students. Only a little more than a third of survey respondents
agreed that the right number of students are flagged for verification, and
that the time and effort that students and schools spend on verification is
reasonable.8 Focus group participants and survey respondents pointed to
numerous barriers that verification presents for students and families, and
spoke of students who, for reasons beyond their control, couldn’t complete
verification. Many participants also communicated the frustration that, for
those students who are able to complete the process, verification rarely
results in material changes to a student’s federal aid. They noted how the
requirements of verification put financial aid administrators and college
access professionals in the difficult position of having to be both federal tax
experts and college counselors, and detract from their ability to provide
other kinds of guidance and support that low-income students need.

It is a barrier to
education. I can attest
to the fact that some
students never start
school because they are
selected and don’t know
how much aid they have,
and think that they can’t
afford school.
– Financial Aid 		
Administrator

Together with data points taken from the survey, quotes articulating these common themes
make up the main body of this report, letting often unheard voices speak for themselves to the
complexities and burdens of verification for students, financial aid administrators, and college
access professionals.

Students who are tripped up in the verification process find themselves
butting up against a payment deadline and face having their classes
dropped. They get to a point where they have to make a payment
and they don’t have the money to make a payment and their financial
aid isn’t processed yet and so they end up being dropped from their
courses.
– College Access Professional

This survey was not intended to be representative of all financial aid administrators, but rather to engage a varied group of
administrators to better understand the scale of verification challenges for their institutions.
8
Includes responses indicating “Strongly Agree,” “Agree,” and “Somewhat Agree” to statements provided.
7
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The Student Experience: Confusing, Difficult, and
Demoralizing
Focus group participants and survey respondents described the verification process as challenging for students to
navigate. As students work to understand what is required and how to comply, which varies from school to school,
they often become overwhelmed, frustrated, and discouraged.
The whole language is intimidating
to students and families. When you
get a note, “You’ve been selected for
verification” the first response is, “I’m
scared”, “Did I do something wrong?”
They panic, they get very anxious, or
they become very offended.

The verification process is often
happening during the summer when
students tend to be a little bit less
connected to support programs.
It’s this surprise piece of paperwork
that’s very intimidating.
– College Access Professional

- Financial Aid Administrator
When I first started, I had students
come to me and say, “My sister,
my brother, they got their FAFSAs
rejected.” And when I dug deeper, it
was the verification process that
they misinterpreted. They thought
they were not going to get any aid.
– College Access Professional
They don’t understand what
verification means. When the
department selects them, there isn’t
any communication that explains to
the student what verification means
either. There isn’t a prompt that
would help the student understand,
“Oh, I just need to do some extra
work.”
– Financial Aid Administrator
In my experience, students aren’t
receiving very clear communication
that they’re even in verification. And
so it often comes as a surprise to
them and sometimes they’re missing
out on financial aid from third parties
as a result.

There can be an overwhelming
amount of documentation necessary
for low-income students that have
irregular family income. They are
always selected, and the process
is not aligned with their situation
but supports a traditional income
pattern. We see a lot of students that
have family income that is derived
from sources that are not reported
on the FAFSA, this always causes
verification that is often lengthy.
– Financial Aid Administrator

The process in 2017-18 to require
IRS verification of non-filer status
will double the documents received
from families and will probably triple
or quadruple the amount of time
institutions spend with these families.
None will understand the reason for
the requirement much less how to go
about it. Most of these families do
not have computers in their homes so
will be forced to go to the local library
or have their children try to request
documents from the IRS on their
behalf.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Asking families to navigate the
process of getting into college, the
FAFSA process, and finally sending
them to the IRS to document their
income is difficult and intimidating

80% of aid administrators surveyed agreE
that verification is hard for
students anD families to navigate
disagree, 14%
Neither Agree
Nor disagree, 5%

agree, 80%

– College Access Professional
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for these typically low-income, lowresourced families.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Low-income students are often
first-generation college students and
are intimidated by the verification
process. They know very little, if
anything about taxes or the IRS.
Navigating the process is daunting
because they don’t always have the
support of a parent to see it through.
– Financial Aid Administrator

They get very overwhelmed with the
whole process because a lot of them
just filed the FAFSA, which is stressful
for them already.
– College Access Professional
This burdensome process is particularly difficult for first generation
students whose parents speak little
to no English. Also it’s embarrassing
for our offices since we continue to
ask families to prove how poor they
really are.
– Financial Aid Administrator

There are layers of the process that
create duplication for the applicant
and an excessive amount of work for
financial aid staff. Students have to
satisfy multiple requests from each
college they apply to
- Financial Aid Administrator
The verification process is especially hard on low-income students
because many of them are first
generation students and/or are from
single parent households. These two
attributes contribute to difficulty in
satisfying the demands of the verification process.

For these types of students, applying
for college was so much of a stretch
to begin with - they may have been
told by so many people that it wasn’t
possible - and this proves all of the
naysayers right and they decide that
maybe it’s not worth going through all
of the effort. This is especially difficult for first-generation students.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Low income families are less likely
to have access to electronic devices,
making the process inconvenient and
take longer.

– Financial Aid Administrator

– Financial Aid Administrator

Many of these students have very fluid family situations that keep changing, and they have to remember what
it was at the time they filed, which
may be very different than what it is
at this moment.

For many of our neediest students,
English is not the primary language of
the parents and there can be communication issues explaining what
and why verification is needed. Many
believe that they were rejected for
financial aid and do not continue the
process.

– Financial Aid Administrator

A lot of them don’t have
access to scanners and
those sorts of things.
And they also have
transportation issues,
so sometimes it’s just a
barrier getting the forms to
the school, even when the
student knows what forms
they are supposed to send.
- College Access
Professional
Students have really good problem
solving skills, and really good coping
skills when it comes to basic survivals
like finding places to sleep, or finding
out where their next meal is coming. So verification is a much lower
priority. Adding that step causes a lot
of complexity that everyone needs
to wade through. So it’s just a lot of
emotional stress for them.
– College Access Professional
The whole part about proving you’re
poor is the biggest deterrent for
students. They don’t understand
why you’re asking for a non-tax
filing statement. And now next year
we’re going to have to ask for them
to actually go out and get the letter
from the IRS statement stating that
that they’re a non-filer. These are just
ongoing barriers for people.
– Financial Aid Administrator

- Financial Aid Administrator
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The Student Experience (CONT.)
Students can view it as an extension
of their success at that institution.
Like, “I can’t even get through this
process by myself, how am I going to
get through four years of classrooms,
plus another FAFSA, plus another
verification?” So it’s attaching those
things to their self-worth.

It gives low-income families more
anxiety about college than they
already endure as first-generation
students. Also, it has precipitated
racial tension among some African
American students as they perceive
the request for required information/
documentation to be discriminatory.

– College Access Professional

– Financial Aid Administrator

Students routinely feel like once
they’ve been selected for verification
one year, they’re always selected
in subsequent years. And that can
be very frustrating because they
sometimes feel as if they have done
something wrong.

We remind ourselves that paperwork
is one of the biggest causes of poverty. And it’s so true. They can’t get
through the paperwork. And so they
stay stuck.
– Financial Aid Administrator

In some cases, their parent is not a
source of guidance for them, although
they are a dependent student. And so
that provides additional tension.
– Financial Aid Administrator
If you have a parent who is not particularly engaged or not willing to cooperate, it’s virtually impossible to get
that sort of work done on the parent’s
behalf. I think sometimes students
don’t make it through the verification
process because they don’t have a
parent who’s willing to help get the
paperwork that they need to complete it.
– College Access Professional

– College Access Professional
I’ve had students, when they get
selected for verification, ask, “Why is
the college making this so difficult?
Why are they trying to keep me from
going?”
– College Access Professional
How humiliating to low-income students and their families to identify as
poor on the FAFSA and then be asked
to document over and over that they
are truly that poor.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Often we find it is hard for our low-income students to locate their parents
for a signature or untaxed income
verification.
– Financial Aid Administrator

The verification process
highlights the fact that they
may be socioeconomically
different or have family
issues, and furthers their
belief that they do not
belong. Compound that
with the complexity of the
process and of the formula,
and it’s a recipe for discouraging those who need aid
the most.
– Financial Aid 			
Administrator
It is often humiliating for the student
and causes additional family conflict
when trying to obtain documents.
– Financial Aid Administrator
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I recently left a college with 45%
Pell enrollment and verification was
a huge burden for students- many
students owed money at the end of
the semester for lack of being able to
secure a tax transcript.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Even though our institution provides
the GED, we have to send the student
to a clearinghouse to get proof. And
we’re finding that that’s a huge burden not only to us, but for the student
because it costs $10.
– Financial Aid Administrator
There are also a lot of things that are
beyond the student’s control. I’ve
had multiple students whose parents
cannot pay what they owe to the IRS
completely in one chunk, so they
have to split up the payments. And
you can’t get a tax transcript until
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that amount is paid. So the family is
stuck, because they would love get
everything resolved, but they don’t
have that money to pay everything,
and then we have to wait to get the
tax transcripts so then they can start
college.

We have issues with teen parents
proving that they support their children, because they bring in diaper
receipts and sometimes the financial
aid officer says, “This is not enough,”
but we don’t know what else to be
providing.

Forcing financial aid administrators to
collect and verify additional information forces students and parents to
answer the same question to multiple
aid officers in varieties of ways which
make the process bewildering to
parents and families.

– College Access Professional

– College Access Professional

– Financial Aid Administrator

The Department, or at least the state,
could know who our foster kids are. In
some states they actually send them
to the schools but the schools still
require these students to go and get
case worker letters and all kinds of
other pieces of information.

In my state, for your SNAP benefits,
you don’t have a document, you just
have a card.9 A lot of colleges don’t
accept a photo copy of the card. So
parents are saying, “We don’t have
a statement, the offices won’t give
us one.” So it’s this total disconnect
between what’s actually happening
on the ground and then what these
offices need.

One of the challenges is that a lot
of young people have to constantly retell a story that can be a little
traumatizing for them. That crops up
in the verification or the financial aid
process because you’ve got people
asking why they can’t get a parent’s
information. It adds another layer to
the frustration and the discouraging
feeling they have as a result of being
selected for verification.

– Financial Aid Administrator

– College Access Professional

- College Access Professional

Every single college asks
for different things. Not
only are they duplicating,
but each verification form
comes in different formats.
So some community
colleges are mailing bright
pink slips to them. Other
colleges are emailing PDF
files. And others that are
saying, “Oh just go to this
webpage, find a link, print it
out, fax it to us.” You’ve got
so many formats, it’s really
mind boggling.
– College Access
Professional

			

more than 1/2 of aid administrators
surveyed do not agree that the time and effort
that students and schools spend on
verification is reasonable

agree, 38%
disagree, 56%

Neither Agree
Nor disagree, 7%

Note that for the 2017-18 year, the Department will no longer require applicants to verify the receipt of SNAP benefits. For more information, see https://ifap.
ed.gov/dpcletters/GEN1607.html.
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the cost to students: undermined affordability,
enrollment decisions, and academic success
The difficulty of navigating verification has real financial and academic consequences for students. They can face
delays in receiving needed aid or even the loss of aid they are eligible for, which can affect their ability to enroll and
to succeed in school.
Verification is dragged out over
the course of several months. A
lot of students buy their textbooks
with refunds they get through their
financial aid. So if their financial aid
hasn’t processed, they aren’t able to
buy any of those school essentials.

Most financial aid administrators
surveyed (56%) agree that the
verification process can prevent
eligible students from getting
the aid they need.

– College Access Professional
Some of these kids didn’t get their
money. They started school this August and they didn’t get their money
until January, February. So no books,
living in cars, the whole deal.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Many of them end up taking private
loans to pay, or put in on a credit
card.

It is particularly cumbersome to need
to request significant documentation
for automatic zero EFC students who
are already receiving means tested
benefits. The delay often results in
them missing out on state grants
because although they completed the
FAFSA early, they did not get the verification results until after the priority
deadline.
– Financial Aid Administrator

– Financial Aid Administrator

More than 1/3 of aid administrators surveyed
say that verification almost always or
often results in award amounts remaining
undetermined after the semester has started
never, 3%

almost always, 6%

– Financial Aid Administrator
I’ve seen those students who get
caught in a loop. Mom doesn’t want
to give the information, or they don’t
know what it is. And if they get to
the point where it’s past the second
week of class and they don’t have
books, we’re usually in trouble at that
point. Even if they manage to struggle
through the fall semester, we’re ending up with academic progress issues
for spring.
– Financial Aid Administrator

rarely, 15%

often, 28%

sometimes, 49%

We have students that don’t complete the process until the end of the
spring semester. They’re still registering for classes, they’re applying
for emergency loans and short-term
loans, and just racking up other debt
to make sure that they can stay in
school.

A bigger thing is the frustration of not
having their living expense dollars.
You get two months into classes,
and they can’t pay the rent. So, then
there’s people that will stop out because of that.
– Financial Aid Administrator
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Students who are tripped up in the
verification process find themselves
butting up against a payment deadline and face having their classes
dropped. They get to a point where
they have to make a payment and
they don’t have the money to make a
payment and their financial aid isn’t
processed yet and so they end up
being dropped from their courses.
– College Access Professional

I’ve had students not enroll
for a semester because
they didn’t understand
what the verification
process was. They just
thought that they had
messed something up and
lost their financial aid, so
they would withdraw from
all of their classes and then
end up missing out on that
semester.
– College Access 			
Professional
It is a barrier to education. I can
attest to the fact that some students
never start school because they are
selected and don’t know how much
aid they have, and think that they
can’t afford school.

things. Housing is the biggest aspect
that puts them really far behind in
schedule to get ready for school.
– College Access Professional
The process is intimidating and
makes many students in this demographic feel as if they have either
been singled out or accuses them of
doing something wrong. Regardless
of what we, the financial aid professionals say to reduce their confusion,
it seems to alienate them even more.
Many do not ever complete the process and forget about higher education period.
– Financial Aid Administrator
The students don’t have their book
money, they don’t have anything
while they’re going through this process. It’s very, very upsetting because
we lose them. They drop out. They
give up. They just get so frustrated
that it’s like an inquisition for them.

They’ve already jumped through
three different hoops of applying, doing the FAFSA and all the other things
it takes. When they get verified, they
find out late in the year, and I’ve seen
so many students become so discouraged and unhappy that they have
to go to a different school than they
wanted to, or not at all.
– College Access Professional
It’s very hard when they’ve applied
to multiple schools and they’re not
able to pick what school they want
to go to because they don’t have any
award letter. This year, at least two of
my students, who were really looking
forward to going to a four-year university, are now going to a community college because they were not able
to go through the verification process
in enough time to be able to plan for
that.
– College Access Professional

– Financial Aid Administrator

More than 1/2 of aid administrators surveyed
said that verification almost always, often or
sometimes results in students being
unable to enroll on time
almost always, 2%
never, 12%

often, 15%

– Financial Aid Administrator
I’ve seen students that aren’t even
able to get far enough into the
process to enroll and start thinking
about buying textbooks and other

rarely, 34%
sometimes, 37%
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time and resource demands on aid and access
professionals
Guiding students through the verification process requires substantial time and resources from both financial aid
administrators and college access professionals, who both play important roles in supporting college access and
success.
A lot of our process is automated, but
verification is not the type of thing
that you can automate since it’s so
individualized. I have seven specialists who handle all of our verification
for the volume of all current students
and applicant students and we spend
the majority of our time working
through verification.
– Financial Aid Administrator

Verification is pretty clearly
a barrier to entry for college
students, and parents don’t
understand why we’re
asking
information
Even
if the for
college
has completed verthey’ve
already
ification, they will stillsupplied.
re-verify for the
state
grant. The
won’t
accept
Financial
aidstate
offices
spend
that
thetoo
college
hastime
done and
it, or done
way
much
it right.
It’s asking
federal verification
energy
poor kidsbeing
to
done again at the state level. They
prove that they’re poor.
are asking for high school transcripts
and
other documentation
that have
– Financial
Aid 			
already been sent.

Administrator

– Financial Aid Administrator
As a whole, our office feels that the
verification process has made it more
difficult to award students in a timely
manner.
– Financial Aid Administrator

Over half of aid administrators
surveyed said verification takes up
more than 25% of their offices’ time,
and one in five said it takes up more
than 50% of their time.
Realistically, we have a very large
volume of students who are selected
for verification, because of the population we work with, and I’d say that
most of our staff time is dedicated to
that.
– Financial Aid Administrator
We’ve had to bring on another fulltime staff member in the first year to
get 18 students through the verification process with the local community college, because there were so
many hurdles involved that they just
couldn’t navigate.
– College Access Professional
As a small private college, we can
devote significant staff time to
guiding these students through this
process one-on-one, but I worry that
students who attend colleges where
this one-on-one attention is simply
not possible fall through the cracks
and don’t or can’t enroll or complete
degrees.

I could spend hours with a student on
it, just because of the complexities of
their situations. At the same time, I
feel like we are not spending enough
time. Probably over 50% of our
students are selected, and I do not
see all of them. So I know that we are
missing a lot of students.
– College Access Professional
Students with family situations where
both parents are not part of the family unit have the most issues in our
office. Whether it is due to custodial
parent remarrying or the father not
being on the student’s birth certificate, too often we spend hours with
families trying to resolve the need for
information.
– Financial Aid Administrator

– Financial Aid Administrator
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Missed Opportunities to Support Students
Both aid administrators and college access professionals believe the time they spend on the verification process
reduces the time available to help students in other important ways.

The staff spends more time verifying
than counseling students and it
should certainly be the other way
around.
– Financial Aid Administrator

Financial aid administrators and college access professionals
identified a range of other priorities that time spent on
federal aid verification takes away from. These include:
•

Making personal connections with students

The main thing verification hinders
is being able to help the student
register and sign up for orientation
and securing their housing. Both of
those things are really preventative
for summer melt.

•

High school to college transition support

•

Academic counseling

•

Career planning

•

Helping students and families with the FAFSA

•

Going over award letters

– College Access Professional

•

Helping students find additional financial resources, like
scholarships and student employment

•

Responding to students’ and families’ questions about aid

•

Financial literacy & loan counseling

•

Default prevention

•

Office efficiency & strategic planning

•

Staff development & training

We are a small school and we have
had to involve a provider to expedite
this process. This is money that could
be spent on students, and instead we
spend it on a software company.
– Financial Aid Administrator
I would love to sit with students on
financial aid warning status before
they register for that next semester,
and talk about what their options are
and what they should be considering
for this semester, in conjunction
with an academic advisor or a
counselor. We would like to do a lot
more outreach into the community,
increasing the FAFSA completion
rates for the low income communities
in our area, to make people aware
that FAFSA is an option, and that they
can afford to attend school.
– Financial Aid Administrator

Helping families through the
verification process demands staff
time to walk through every step, a
disproportionate amount of time
that takes away from other, more
proactive opportunities for student
and family support.
– Financial Aid Administrator
The process of verification
unfortunately overrides the need to
counsel and support these students
in their efforts - it creates barriers
rather than breaks them down.

I’d like to focus on office efficiency,
updating procedures, different
policies that are student friendly but
also work for the staff. Every year we
say, “Okay, we’ll update this, we’ll
make this more efficient.” And we’re
so bogged down by a lot of this work
that we never get to some of the
issues that really will help the larger
population of students.
– Financial Aid Administrator

– Financial Aid Administrator

on the sidelines of simplification: stories of navigating the fafsa verification process
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IMPACT on federal financial aid eligibility
Many aid and access professionals report that verification doesn’t often result in significant changes to aid eligibility
for the low-income students they work with.
For low-income, first generation
students in particular, the verification
process can undermine the student’s
confidence in their ability to afford
school. They often feel targeted and
the reality is that while numbers may
change nominally on the FAFSA, the
EFC rarely does, especially for those
with zero EFC.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Most of the verification done on
low-income families does not change
the EFC and is a major exercise in
futility. The actual change in aid
amounts as a result of verification is
very low at a two-year state college.
– Financial Aid Administrator
The basic process of applying for
financial aid is difficult for low income
families who lack sophistication with
financial data and online processes.
Adding to that a process that appears
to them that they did something
wrong adds additional angst. Others

Verification is an enormous
access barrier. It absolutely
causes huge hardship for
many low-income students,
and it is so rare that we find
information that changes a
student’s award.
- Financial Aid 			
Administrator
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Just one in ten financial aid
administrators surveyed said that
verification often results in a significant
change to a student’s aid package
struggle to provide the verifying
elements we are required to get from
them, still causing them angst and
frustration. This is especially true
when the final result was the initial
result all along.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Low-income students from single
parent households seem to struggle
the most with verification and are
typically the ones with little to no
change in eligibility once all is said
and done.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Verification puts another hurdle
in front of students that are likely
already struggling to go to college. It
can make starting college scarier and
there often isn’t much of a change to
their EFC if there’s any at all.

ing and they don’t have their books.
– Financial Aid Administrator
One thing that we see constantly is
students who have an EFC of zero
and we verify with minor changes and
it’s still at zero, and then we have to
wait for that correction to come back
when we all know we’re going to be
paying them full Pell. So that slowdown is completely pointless.
– Financial Aid Administrator
As we say ‘poor is poor.’ Asking them
to verify how poor they are, especially
those with zero EFCs, is just a waste
of time and effort on their part and
ours - very few, if any, students with
zero EFCs change as a result of the
verification. If the EFC does change,
it’s so slight as to almost not matter.
– Financial Aid Administrator

– Financial Aid Administrator
Clearing up the conflicting information delays the processing on the
student when it’s not going to change
any of their eligibility. It just stops the
process until it’s done. And that’s a
challenge because oftentimes, these
are the students that are at the highest risk of dropping out. They don’t
have their resources. School is start-

It’s another barrier that they have
to overcome to receive financial aid.
This population of students already
has enough barriers and when there
are not significant changes to aid
packages, then we’ve just succeeded
in making them think that the process
is too hard.
– Financial Aid Administrator
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disproportionate challenges for disadvantaged
students
The students most affected by verification are those with the least amount of support, and who face the most
difficulties in navigating the process.

A lot of the students who
get selected for verification
not only don’t have internet
at home, but they’re also
homeless. And those are
the students who are being
selected for verification. All
of my other students, who
have happy, healthy homes,
they’re not being selected
for verification.
- College Access 			
Professional
I often find that the toughest group,
and the one I spend the most time
doing verification with, is my community college students. A lot of
them are doing this on their own.
They might have families to support.
I often find myself scheduling follow
up appointments with them just to do
verification.
– College Access Professional
They have difficulty getting a tax
transcript online because low-income students usually do not have a
credit card, mortgage, car loan, or cell
phone in their name.
– Financial Aid Administrator

independent due to homelessness, or
have a foster parent or legal guardian,
and the community colleges and a
lot of the four-years will flag those
students for those reasons.

I know why financial aid folks have to
be so particular, but I also know that
the most vulnerable people have to
jump the highest hurdles.
– College Access Professional

– College Access Professional
When I worked with upper-income
kids and families, and by upperincome I mean $60,000, compared
to what I’m working with now,
verification was never, never a
concern.
– Financial Aid Administrator
Some of them are selected for verification year after year, after year. If
they were verified once, why are they
being selected for their low income
again, and again and again?
– Financial Aid Administrator

If the parent has no income or the
student has no income, they are
most definitely going to be picked for
verification.
– College Access Professional
A lot of our students get selected for
verification when they don’t use the
IRS data retrieval tool. Their parents either didn’t file taxes, or they
weren’t done or their parent didn’t
have an FSA ID and so they were not
able to use the IRS data retrieval tool
and they just manually inputted the
numbers.
– College Access Professional

71% of aid administrators surveyed agree that
verification places unnecessary burdens on
low-income students and families
disagree, 20%

Neither Agree
Nor disagree, 8%
agree, 71%

My students are primarily lowincome and first generation, so a lot
of them file the FAFSA as an
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About the Project
The material in this report comes from a survey of financial aid administrators, and a series of focus groups with
financial aid administrators and college access professionals.

The Survey
We developed a five-question survey with input from NASFAA, which distributed it via email to over 2,700 of its
members. A total of 617 financial aid administrators across all sectors responded, representing a 23% response rate.
Half (50%) of respondents were from public four- or two-year institutions, 41% were from nonprofit institutions,
and 6% were from for-profit institutions. Three percent of respondents were aid administrators working at graduate/
professional only schools. Their responses were not included in the analysis because the only students potentially
subject to verification are those receiving subsidized federal aid, which is largely awarded to undergraduates. A total
of 229 financial aid administrators provided additional comments in an open-ended question, many of which were
included in this report.

Focus Groups
Over the course of three months, we held five focus groups: two at the NASFAA annual conference in Washington,
D.C., one at the NCAN annual conference in Detroit, and two by phone. Over 35 participants from diverse types of
colleges and organizations across the country engaged in these small, in-depth group conversations aimed at delving
into the biggest challenges verification poses for their work and their students.
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